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OBJECTIVES

1. What is Fundamental analysis? 

2. What is Sentimental analysis? 

3. What is Technical analysis? 

4.Understanding Chart Types

5. Understanding Chart Time Frames

6. What is Support & Resistance?

7.What are Trendlines?



When referring to forex, fundamental analysis
entails examining a nation's economy to
ascertain the impact it has on the value of its
currency. A trader may be able to estimate, to
some extent, the level of demand and the
likelihood of an increase or drop in the value of
a given currency by comprehending the
connection between an economy's worth and its
currency.

Economic reports and news will affect the currency value.
A strong economy is more likely to present opportunities
for business, such as returns on real estate, the stock
market, or other business ventures

INTRODUCTION TO
FUNDAMENTAL
ANALYSIS



If an economic report shows that an economy
is strong, then domestic and foreign investors
– private or corporate – may seek investment
opportunities in that country.

THE MOST
IMPORTANT
FOREX NEWS

1: Unemployment Rate. 
2: Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
Growth Rate. 
3: Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
4: Overnight Interest Rate. 
5: U.S. Nonfarm Payrolls (NFP) Data. 
6: Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
7: Retail Sales. 
8: Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI)

 



An economic calendar shows
the scheduled news events or
data releases related to the
economy and financial
markets

Investors & traders use
economic calendar to
analyse thr market direction

ECONOMIC
CALENDAR



refer to the tone of the market & it is
mainly crowd psychology which is
revealed through overall attitude of the
investors towards the financial
instruments

Market Sentiment

WHAT IS
SENTIMENTAL
ANALYSIS?

It is basically to know how traders/investors are
feeling about risk in the financial markets
If traders are in the mood for more risk they opt for
riskier currencies or assets. On the other hand, if
traders are not in the mood to take risk they put
money in the safe haven currencies or instruments
like USD & Gold.



 FEAR & GREED

Fear and greed are strong emotions that can affect investor
behavior, which in turn can affect the financial markets. 

The Fear and Greed Index is a multi-factored indicator of the market
sentiment intended to pinpoint which of those emotions may be
influencing the market at any particular time.

 



TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Technical Analysis allows you to act according to price
changes & take advantage of strong fluctuations by
recognizing trends & price levels.

Using technical analysis, investors and traders evaluate their
investments and identify trading opportunities based on price
trends and patterns on charts.

Technical analysis is a trading discipline in
which statistical trends gathered from trading
activity, including price movement and volume,
are analyzed to evaluate the asset's future
price movement probabilities for the trading
opportunities.



CHART TYPES
A chart is a graphical representation of price and volume of an
instrument which changes over a given time period. The time
period can range from minutes/hours/days/weeks to several
months or longer.

Depending on the information they need, technical
analysts employ a number of charts. However, the two
most popular forms of charts are explained next.
 



It depicts the instrument's closing prices over a given
time period.

LINE CHARTS

A dot represents each closing price point. To create the
graphical depiction, all of the dots are joined by lines..

A line chart, despite its simplicity (in comparison to other chart
styles), aids traders in identifying price movement tendencies.
However, because it only records closing prices, it doesn't provide
any insight into intraday price changes.



Among technical analysts, candlestick charts are
particularly popular. They provide a lot of information in
a very accurate way.

CANDLESTICK CHARTS

The price movements for each day are depicted in the
shape of a candlestick, as the name suggests.

It depicts the four data points: high, low, open, and close.
The body & shape of the candlestick depicts much more
information about the direction or the volatility of the market in
comparison to line charts.



CHART TIME
FRAMES

Chart time frame is the duration of
time of a single candlestick that
captures opening, closing, high & low
of the price in that particular period of
time

15 MIN 1 HOUR

DAILY4 HOUR 

Intra Day traders Short term traders

Long Term tradersShort term traders



Using different time frames can help traders identify larger trends as well as more detailed price action that may be
occurring. When switching between different time frames on the same trading instrument, different perspectives
can emerge, which can either help or hinder the analysis. Therefore, it is critical to have a solid understanding of
trading time frames.

DIFFERENT CHART TIME FRAMES

MONTHLY WEEKLY DAILY



4 HOURLY HOURLY 15 MINS

DIFFERENT CHART TIME FRAMES



 
CLASSIFICATION

 
 TRADING STYLE

 TREND TIME
FRAME

TRIGGER TIME
FRAME

Long term Position trading Weekly Daily

Medium term Swing trader Daily 4-hour

Short term Day trading 4-hour Hourly

 Scalper Hourly 15-minute

Long-term, medium-term, and short-term time frames are commonly used in forex trading. Traders can use all
three time frames or just one longer and one shorter time frame when analyzing potential trades. While longer time
frames are useful for identifying trade setups, shorter time frames are helpful for timing entries.

FOREX TIME FRAMES



SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

Support and resistance allow traders to guide themselves through the market. Once you mark
these levels on the chart, you will see the structure of the market and be able to predict the
direction of the price's next steps as well as their size. It is the first & most important
foundation skill you have to learn as a trader in order to be successful.



WHAT IS RESISTANCE?

Resistance is a level above the price where price has reacted to in the past and can
potentially react to again in the future.



WHAT IS SUPPORT?

Support is a level below the price where price has reacted to in the past and can
potentially react to again in the future.



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE PRICE BREAKS ABOVE
RESISTANCE?

When the price breaks above resistance, that resistance now becomes support as it is
now below the price.

Breaks through resistance & pulls back to new
support

Old resistance becomes new
support

Old resistance now acts as new support because that
resistance is below price now making it support

Acted as Resistance here



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE PRICE BREAKS BELOW
SUPPORT?

When the price breaks below support, that support now becomes resistance as it is
now above the price.

Acted as Support

Old support now acts as new resistance because
that support is above price now making it
resistance



WHY IS SUPPORT & RESISTANCE IMPORTANT?

If the price has reacted to these areas in the past, it can potentially react to them again in the future,
meaning that trade opportunities arise in these areas moving forward as a multitude of traders have their
eyes on these areas. This is also known as self-fulfilling prophecy as well as areas of value.

THE LOGIC BEHIND SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

When the price approaches the area of support, the sellers that have been shorting/selling the
financial instrument, consider closing their trade position as they assume there can be buying
pressure which might cause a reversal & at the same time the new traders start buying at the support
assuming that market prices may shoot up.

This double action of sellers closing their positions & buyers stepping in can reverse the price at
these areas. The same logic applies to resistance.



NEVER JUMP INTO A TRADE BLINDLY WHEN PRICE
REACHES SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

Always wait for a confirmation based on the price action at these areas of support &
resistance. You should not jump into a trade blindly when the price reaches support &
resistance. We have to figure out exactly the way the market acts or reacts to these
areas and how to do it will be explained in the forthcoming chapters.



RULES OF SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

The swing highs and lows are the highest and lowest points reached recently by the price
The more touches & rejections of an area, the better
Has acted as both support & resistance
The move away from the area was drastic/ significant
Was recently respected meaning it is still of interest in a recent time period

You don't need all of the above to be satisfied, but if the area does include a combination of
multiple aspects listed above, it makes for a stronger support & resistance point.

Old support now acts as new
resistance because that
support is above price now
making it resistance

Acted as Support



WHAT ARE TRENDLINES?

Trend lines act as a form of support & resistance except they are drawn along trending
swing lows & swing highs



Just like support & resistance they are "areas" meaning use
them as guidance for your overall analysis, not the law.

 

If they are obvious & help your analysis draw them in but if
not leave them out because there won't always be suitable

price movement where you can draw a trend line in
 

They are often choppy & imperfect (just like the
market)

DON'T FORCE TREND LINE

TREAT TREND LINES AS "AREAS" NEED A MINIMUM OF TWO TOUCHES

TREND AREN'T ALWAYS SMOOTH

CONCEPTS

The more touches the better, but more touches does not
guarantee that it will hold the next time around (make
sure to keep your swing highs & lows contained inside

the trend lines)
 

TRENDLINES- CONCEPTS TO FOLLOW



EXAMPLE - TREND CHANGE

Breaking a trend line after a long-term trend is a great tool for confirming a trend change. This trend line breaks work
best after establishing a level of support or resistance, as the break verifies the trend is over and a new trend has
begun. Without a trend line break, the trend may not be over and continue in the direction it was originally moving.

BREAK OF TREND LINE

UPWARD TREND

DOWNWARDTREND



EXAMPLE - FALLING TRENDLINE

The falling trendline connects the high points & acts as resistance.



EXAMPLE - TRENDLINE ENTRY TRADE

Old resistance turned into new support in confluence with rising trendline 

RESISTANCE

TRADE ENTRY



STAY TUNED! JOIN OUR NEXT
WEBINAR

KEY TAKEWAYS

HOW TO READ CANDLESTICKS

UNDERSTANDING
CANDLESTICK PATTERNS

UNDERSTANDING
CANDLESTICK SHAPES

BEARISH & BULLISH
CANDLESTICK SHAPES

LEARN ABOUT REVERSAL
CHART PATTERNS

LEARN ABOUT CONTINUATION
CHART PATTERNS
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